Baudoin Ocean Wash-Systems b.v. is constantly working on new developments, techniques and
innovations in the area of Super Yacht, Boat and Cruise line cleaning installations and accessories. By
using our innovative water filter system the Super Yacht can be cleaned without using soaps and
detergents. The biggest advantage of our system is that drying after cleaning will be unnecessary, this
because the pure water dries without leaving any white spots and/or stripes.
With over 30 years of experience in the industry as a producer of various wash systems Baudoin Ocean
Wash-Systems offers answers and solutions to every cleaning problem! Please find below some
examples out of our wide range of products:
Baudoin Ocean Pure Water filter units
As a manufacturer, we have many years of experience in producing and developing our own Water
filtration Units. Therefore we are able to provide custom made units for every type of boats and yachts
(from 10 meter upon till 100 meter +). Pure water capacity of 3500 – 48.000 litres per day.
Baudoin Ocean Series Carbon washing poles and accessories
Baudoin Ocean Wash-Systems B.V. develops and produces its own special ergonomic and light
carbon poles, brushes and accessories. The poles are very strong, light and easy to handle. The
brushes are available in different shapes, colours, thickness and material and are fitting onto the
carbon poles.
We offer for our poles a wide range of standard brushes and accessories. Due to the fact we
have our own workshop, we can also supply custom-made brushes and accessories (on request).
Baudoin Ocean Wash Tender
The custom made Ocean Wash Tender is a multifunctional boat for the crew which can be used as a
safe Tender Boat; for cleaning the Super Yacht; transportation and for example diving, water-skiing
and much more. Besides above mentioned items, the boat is also Solas Proof. The Ocean Wash Tender
is available in multiple models and colours and is available from 5 until 12 meters long.

For more information, we are happy to welcome you at our booth TS 17 at the Monaco
Yacht Show (date: 26th September – 29th September 2018) or have a look on our website:

www.baudoin.com

